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William tuke psychology

He was a 19th-century reformist and philanthropist who was notable for his work in the field of mental health. He was known for his strict self-discipline and thoughtful manners. He also firmly believes in quaker faith and actively supported the group and applied many of their principles to his work,
especially his chef d'oeuvre, The Retreat, established in 1792, for mental asylum in York. Probably catalyzed by the very public mismaning of King George's madness, he pioneered the use of moral treatment, a new humane method for treating mental illness. This focused on allowing patients to live in a
community, participate in daily activities and not be exposed to the asylum brutality of the cliché, all of which were very rare in the treatment of mental hospitals at the time. His work, described as a period of Humane Reform, coincided with the appearance of similar approaches in France, most notably



Philippe Pinel (1745-1826) and his pupil Jean Esquirol (1772-1840) in Paris. Tuke finally provided support for the reform of the Asylum Act. Keywords: The Retreat; William Tuke. York; mental institution. William Tuke William Tuke (March 24, 1732 – December 6, 1822) was an English merchant and
philanthropist. Tuke's approach helped establish in medical practice what the history of psychiatry called moral treatment. Biography was born in English York City into a family of Quaker merchants. From 1755 he led the family tea and coffee trade. [1] At the age of 14, she began working as an intern in
the tea and coffee business of her aunt Mary Tuke, the first woman to start this type of trade in England, defying bans and locks on women. His aunt died in 1752, so at the age of 20 William inherited the thriving business he ran for more than six decades and grew into one of the most successful
companies in his field. He married Elizabeth Hoyland in 1754 and Esther Maud in 1765. On April 29, 1790, Hannah Mills, who was also a member of the Religious Friendship Society, died at the York Mental Hospital (now Bootham Park Hospital) after the asylum management repeatedly refused to
receive visitors. Mills probably died of mistreatment in that shelter, which caused some upheaval, concern and attention. Tuke led quakers' efforts to create more humane conditions for patients. [3] He formed and led a working group between Quakers, who raised and developed money for a few years,
working with doctors and leaders. new treatment plans that describe i.e. principles on the basis of which a new, more humane psychiatric institution should operate. They even designed spaces and gardens that preferred treatment, for the first time in history, to assign the therapeutic goal to the
environment and landscape. In 1796, The Retreat Mental Hospital opened an institution in York, which was criticized, belittled and even mocked in the early days. Azonban az innovatív mag mind a fiát, Henryt, aki a Retreat társalapítója volt, és azt is, unokája, Samuel Tuke[5] és dédunokái, James Hack
Tuke (1819 – 1896) és Daniel Hack Tuke (1827 – 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatták munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatték
munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatta munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatta munkáját,[1827- 1895) folytatta munkáját,[1827- 18 1827- 1895)6] ma világszerte elismert úttörő tapasztalata annak, amit a pszichiátria és a pszichopatológia története az erkölcsi kezelés fogalmában rögzít, míg az antipsychiatry az elvei
kezdeti és körülhatmarkodó mérföldköveként mutat rá. References This is a profitable and very prestigious company that maintained a good position in the UK market until it became part of Twinings in the twentieth century weinberg and bealer, 2004, 174. Digby, 1986, 10. Rutherford, 2001, p. 4. Digby,
1986, 16. History: William Tuke (1732 - 1822). BBC. (Access: 21 May 2016) Digby Bibliography, Anne (1986). From York Asylum to Bootham Park Hospital. Also published in No. 69 Borthwick Papers, ISSN 0524-0913. Borthwick Publishing. ISBN 9780900701610. Accessed May 21, 2016. Rutherford,
Sarah (2001). Landscapes for the mind: English asylum landscapes 1808-1914 (PDF). History of Welcame (17). It was archived on June 16, 2013. Accessed May 21, 2016. Weinberg, Bennett Alan; Bealer, Bonnie K. (2004). The world of caffeine: Science and culture are the world's most popular drugs.
Routledge. ISBN 0-415-92722-6. Accessed May 21, 2016. External Links The Tuke Institute successors William Tuke Data: Q6216521 Multimedia: William Tuke won « Rating ? Biopsychology Comparative Cognitive Developmental Language? Individual Differences Personality Philosophy Social Methods
Statistics Clinical Educational Industry Professional Products World Psychology Clinical: Approaches to Group Therapy? Techniques? Type of problem? Specializations? Taxonomies? Therapeutic Problems Modes of Delivery? Model translation project? Personal experiences? William Tuke (March 24,
1732 – March 24, 1822) was an English businessman and philanthropist. Tuke was born in York. His name is linked to the humane treatment of the madman, whose care was planned in 1792 for The Retreat of York. This place has become famous as an institution where a bold experiment has been
made, treat people's mental anamtan without excessive overuse this should be considered essential. The mental hospital was entirely under the control of the Friends Society. Its success has led to tougher legislation for the sake of the crazies. Retreat is still open today. External linkEdit BBC Website -
William Tuke biography References Edit This article includes the text of the Encyclopædia Britannica, Eleventh Edition, a publication now available to the public. pt:William Tuke sv:William Tuke William Tuke Memorial to William Tuke, Royal Edinburgh Hospital William Tuke (24 March 1732 – 6 December
1822) was an English trader, philanthropist and Quaker who supported more humane methods of supervision and care for people with mental disorders, using gentler methods known as moral treatment. He was one of the main figures founding The Retreat in Lamel Hill in York to address mental health
needs. Tuke and his wife, Esther Maud, supported stricter adherence to Quaker principles. He was an akbolist, a patron of the Bible Society, and an adversary to the inhumane practice of the East India Society. William Tuke 1732. His father, Samuel, was a weaver and shopkeeper who died when Tuke
was 16. His mother Ann died seven years later. Tuke attended boarding school for two or three years and studied further as a priest. At the age of 14, he began working as an intern in his aunt's wholesale tea shop, which he inherited in 1746 at the time of his death. [1] In 1754, Tuke married Elizabeth
Hoyland and raised four children. After Elizabeth died when their fifth child was born, Tuke met and married Esther Maud in 1765. Tuke and his wife were deeply involved in the Friends community and called for stricter adherence to Quaker principles. For five decades, he traveled to London for the
annual meeting, where he served as a clerk in 1783. Meanwhile, Tuke was also involved in the family business alongside his eldest son and business partner Henry. [1] Ann Tuke, daughter of Esther Maud, married William Alexander of the Ipswich Quaker banking family. [2] In 1791, William Tuke was
moved by an incident in which Hannah Mills, a melancholic Quaker widow who died unexpectedly at York Mental Hospital, was moved. Although the cause of death was unclear, there was suspicion of mistreatment, and executives forbade Mills from receiving visitors. Tuke's daughter Ann suggested that
they set up a mental institution run by Quakers for their own members. In March 1792, at a meeting of the Society of Friends, Tuke presented his plan to those who worked during the most despotent dispensation— the loss of reason. [4] However, the proposal met with considerable opposition. Some
members felt that such an institution was unnecessary, while others saw it as exceeding the jurisdiction of the Quaker community. A small proportion of supporters were Tuke's son Henry, and grammarian Lindley Murray. [1] During his visit to St. Luke's Hospital, Tuke witnessed terrible conditions for
patients. He was particularly affected by a naked female patient chained to the wall. Tuke believed the abuse was not cruel, but indicated a lack of effective alternatives. [4] The original building of the York Retreat was built in 1796 and was still limited in financial and social support for the community. The
Society of Friends finally approved the plan when Tuke's friend, Lindley Murray, suggested raising money through annuities. Tuke bought 11 acres of land (4.5 ha) for £938 and worked closely with a London architect, John Bevans, to carry out his vision for new asylum. Unlike other institutions at the time,
York Retreat featured long, airy corridors that allowed patients to walk, even if they were kept from being out. [4] A month after the first patients arrived in June 1796, the unexpected death of superintendent Timothy Maud forced Tuke to lead the Retreat himself. [1] William Tuke allowed his doctors to
make their own observations and apply them in practice. Bleeding and other traditional remedies were discarded for gentler methods, for example, warm baths for patients with melancoly. Tuke believed that physical and mental health was inextricably linked and stressed the need for proper diet and
exercise. He tried to create a sense of reason, not fear, and limited the use of physical limitations. Patients were encouraged to make themselves comfortable and often undertook tasks such as sewing and knitting. [4] The approach was initially widely ridiculed. William Tuke noted: All people seem to be
leaving me. [5] However, it eventually became famous worldwide as a model of more humane and psychologically sound approaches. [5] In addition to his work at Retreat, Tuke also found three Quaker schools: Ackworth School, Bootham School and Trinity Lane Quaker Girls' School. [6] The last was
led by Tuke's second wife, Esther, until his death in 1794. The Tuke family continued to operate until 1812, by which time 500 students had passed through it. [1] As patron of the Bible Society, Tuke attended his meetings and made generous donations. [7] Tuke campaigned against the slave trade and
supported thebolicionist William Wilberforce in the 1806 Yorkshire parliamentary elections. [6] Tuke was one of the few voices in Britain opposed to the East India Society for inhumanity in other countries. [8] He also joined the African Institution, which wanted to create a viable, civilized refuge for freed
slaves in Sierra Leone, Africa. [9] Towards the end of his career, a resurg revival of patient abuse at the York Mental Hospital prompted Tuke to go to the local press and demand urgent reform. Tuke in May 1815 commission, which led to further investigations and the adoption of the County Asylum Act in
1828. [1] The last years and death of Tuke remained in contact with the Retreat until the age of 82. He died on December 6, 1822, after a crippling attack. [4] Legacy Legacy Tuke's family continued a similar philanthropic work. The York Retreat was founded by his son Henry (1755–1815), at whose
request his own son Samuel wrote an 1813 account of it and promoted the principles of moral treatment. Samuel's son James Hack Tuke also helped manage the York Retreat, while his brother Daniel Hack Tuke co-wrote The Manual of Psychological Medicine (1858) and became the chief medical
expert on madness. His daughter Sarah Tuke Grubb founded a school in Ireland. [11] References ^ a b c d e f Glover, Mary R.; Glover, Janet R., eds. of 1 May 1984. The Retreat, York: Early Quaker experiment to treat mental illness. York, England: William Sessions Limited. ISBN 9780900657887. ^
Descendants of Alexander (PDF). Accessed March 17, 2020. ^ Thomas Bewley (born January 14, 1988) The history of the Royal College of Psychiatrists. Online archive 1, William Tuke (1732-1822) (PDF). ^ a b c d e Kibria, A.A.; Metcalfe, N.H. (2016). Biography of William Tuke (1732–1822): Founder of
the Modern Mental Hospital. Journal of medical biography. 24 (3): 384-388. doi:10.1177/0967772014533059. PMID 24944052. ^ a b Samuel, Bill. Quaker Tour of England - A Retreat Mental Hospital - QuakerInfo.com. www.quakerinfo.com( Access: February 28, 2017) ^ Digby, Anne (2004). Oxford DNB
article: Tuke, William. www.oxforddnb.com. doi:10.1093/ref:odnb/27810. Accessed February 28, 2017. ^ Forbes WINSLOW (January 1, 1855). Journal of Psychological Medicine and Mental Pathology. VOL VIII. CS1 maint: extra text: list of authors (link) ^ Loot: looking for the East India Company. open
democracy. Accessed February 28, 2017. ^ Sixth Report of the African Institute Committee. London: African Institution. 1812. ^ BBC - History - Historical Figures: William Tuke (1732–1822). Accessed February 28, 2017. ^ Mitchell, Jonathan Paul (in English). Religious Melancholia and the York Retreat
1730–1830 (PDF). The University of Leeds. External links to Claus Bernet (2009). William Tuke. In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biography-Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon (BBKL) (in German). 30. Nordhausen: Bautz. 1527–1530. ISBN 978-3-88309-478-6. BBC Website – short William Tuke biography York
Quaker Memorial Declaration 1823 concerning William Tuke's Google Book search. The Tuke Institute is an independent charity in Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). Tuke . Encyclopædia Britannica. 27 (No 11). Cambridge University Press. P. 365. Tuke pedigree the
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